
SATURDAY 12/06/2021
Midday – 6pm

FREE EVENT - FOR ALL AGES

A day of free outdoor arts for 
the local community. Explore the 
streets and gardens between 
Roman Road and Old Ford Road for 
surprising, interactive, playful 
art and discoveries.

Produced by Chisenhale Dance Space 
and curated by Moi Tran, the free arts 
programme includes contemporary 
dance, live art, plant soundscapes,  
audio walks, balloon art, origami 
sculptures, book readings, DIY 
workshops and more—for all ages!

All planned within Covid-19 guidelines, 
with strict measures to keep you and 
your family safe.

Curated by: MOI TRAN
Produced by: CHISENHALE DANCE SPACE
Project Producer: EVE VEGLIO-WHITE

Project funded by Action For Bow, 
Foundation For Future London and supported  
by Art Council England.

ABOUT CHISENHALE DANCE SPACE
Based on Chisenhale Road in Bow for more  
than 35 years, Chisenhale Dance Space supports 
experimentation in dance and performance.  
We offer affordable space hire, artist support 
and performance projects, classes for children 
aged 2-12, and participation projects in the  
local Tower Hamlets community.

Follow @chisenhaledance to hear about 
upcoming classes and projects with  
Chisenhale Learn + Play + Create Space

For more info: www.chisenhale.dance



DON’T SING IN THE KITCHEN OR  
YOU’LL MARRY AN OLD MAN 
Anna Sulan Masing
1.    Link from the Info Hub
12 - 6pm We listen to Malaysian food stall owner Dayang 
leave a voicenote to one of her regular customers who  
has sent her an email with an exciting, life changing 
proposal. As she cooks in her small London kitchen, 
preparing for the day ahead of her on the stall, we 
hear her question whether she wants this opportunity. 
Listening whilst walking through the bustling streets 
of Roman Rd Market will bring the private and public 
together through evocative and personal storytelling.

REFRAMES ART TRAIL  
Carô Gervay, Lili Ly, Hoa Le + Guests
1.   Meeting point at Info Hub
12:30 and 3pm. In this walk, we follow the traces of an 
experiment with light and bodies. Expect to find photographs 
and words in different languages to guide you through. 

PLANTRONICA  
Jason Singh and Edible Bow 
1.  Info Hub 
2.   Edible Bow Community  

Orchard, Daling Way
3.   Edible Bow Community  

Herb Garden, Old Ford Rd 
(next to the Lord Morpeth pub)

12 - 6pm. An augmented reality sound and visual installation 
which uses plant biodata to generate unique soundscapes. 
Local kids have made collages for you to scan on your phone 
and listen to the unique sound of plants.

DANCE OF THE BOW MAGPIE  
Quang Van Kien 
6.   Gunmaker’s Lane Bridge
12 - 12:10  |  1pm - 1:10  |  2pm - 2:10  |   
4pm - 4:10  |  5pm - 5:10 

An earthly physical dance solo drawing from the natural 
world and mythical world to bring audiences closer to the 
present moment.

三星 SANXING [THREE STARS] 
Eelyn Lee
7.  Urban Makers, 347 Roman Rd 
12 - 5pm.  A new film work, playing continously through  
the festival. The perfomers echo Fu, Lu and Shou known 
as the Sanxing [three stars], who in Chinese mythology 
represent fortune, prosperity and longevity.

DIY DEMOS 
Roman Road Trust w/ Jo Behari
8.   The Common Room, next to  

Roman Rd car park 
12 - 4pm. Join Jo Behari and Roman Road Trust for  
DIY DEMOS at the site of The Common Room. This is  
your chance to pick up a power tool, get wild with 
wallpaper, and say farewell to the temporary version of  
The Common Room before it is demolished to make way  
for a brand-new building. 

WASTED MUD
Yu Ji 
9.   Chisenhale Gallery
12 - 6pm. Yu Ji’s work explores a tension between physical 
matter and energy. Recurring materials used in her work, 
such as cement, wood, metal, plastic and organic matter 
all have their distinctive characteristics, tactility and 
‘temperatures’. In her installations, these materials oppose, 
rub and strike against one another; proposing by their 
proximity how they might merge, combine or absorb one 
into the other.

COLLECTIVE BREATH
Kimvi
Various locations
An art trail with a difference, ‘Collective Breath’ is an 
outdoor balloon installation hidden around the streets 
of Chisenhale Dance studios, and spreading  across 
towards Roman Road. These surprising installations are an 
opportunity to engage and explore the vibrant community 
that makes up this friendly diverse neighborhood. We’ve 
given you the first location, see if you can find the others! 
Remember to look up down and all around!

THOUSAND PAPERS
ShumGhostJohn
4.  St Stephen’s Green
12 - 6pm. A community installation + durational 
performance of East Asian folktales and traditions in public 
space.  ShumGhostJohn lead the activities of folding papers-
making origami. They invite you to fold paper and create 
origami to express your thoughts, stories and memories in 
the space. These origami will be tied up and hovered in the 
air, holding memories and hopes.

 

SHY GOD CHAPTER MÔT  
Moi Tran 
5.   Chisenhale Dance Space  

fire escape staircase
4pm - 6pm. ‘Shy God Chapter Một’ is a work in progress 
performance, that boldly places ESEA narratives at its 
heart to resist ‘extinction’, through the story of Vietnamese 
activist singer Lộc Vàng. This performance will comprise 
of four elements, reading, music, installation, and video, 
presenting ideas around record, preservation, legend 
and the political entanglement of voice. Performed in 
Vietnamese with English subtitles.

  Info Hub:
Chisenhale Learn + Play + Create Space 
Chisenhale Road 

For more info:
www.chisenhale.dance
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